Marriage Of A
Thousand Lies

The Kissing
Booth Girl

S.J. Sindu

A.C. Wise

FIC SIN

FAN WIS

A married couple in
India who hide their
gay orientations find
their arrangement
compromised when
one of them returns

Sympathy
Olivia Sudjic
FIC SUD
In pursuing an online
relationship with a
Japanese writer, New
York newcomer Alice
triggers revelations
and sexual encounters
affecting three

Adult Onset
Ann-Marie MacDonald
FIC MAC

These profoundly
relatable speculative
fiction stories include
scuba diving nuns,

sexbots, and time
travel.

We Were
Witches
Ariel Gore
FIC GOR
A wry riffling on
feminist literary
tropes that documents
the survival of a
demonized single
mother as she figures

Disobedience

Forward

Naomi Alderman

Lisa Maas

FIC ALD

FIC MAA

After her Orthodox
Jewish rabbi father
dies, Manhattanite
Ronit returns home to
London reconnects
with a beloved cousin
and a forbidden

A life-affirming
graphic novel about 2
women -a widow and
woman recovering
from a horrible
breakup- who aren’t
sure how to move
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A stay-at-home
lesbian mom
experiences a flare-up
of a childhood illness
and questions her own
upbringing and
current parenting.

Leaving Now
Arleen Pare
FIC PAR
Set in the 70s/80s,
amidst rapidly
changing social
norms, a poetic and
candid story of a
mother’s anguish
leaving her husband

White Houses

Mean

Cottonmouths

Amy Bloom

Myriam Gurba

Kelly Ford

FIC BLO

ANF 813.6 GAR

FIC FOR

A novel inspired by
the life of Lorena
Hickok, and on her
love affair and
enduring friendship
with First Lady
Eleanor Roosevelt.

A confident and funny
memoir on coming of
age as a queer, mixed
-race Chicana that
takes sexual assault,
racism, misogyny, and
homophobia deadly

From a compelling
new voice in LGBTQ
and Southern fiction,
a gripping tale of
crime and desire amid
small-town America’s
meth epidemic.

Black Wave

Sodom Road
Exit

Running
Fiercely
Toward A High
Thin Sound

Michelle Tea

Amber Dawn

FIC TEA
In 1999 Michelle's
world is ending. A
dreamlike and
dystopian meditation
on sobriety,
adulthood, and the
weird obligations of
storytelling.

The Weekend
Jane Eaton Hamilton
FIC HAM
An intimate, sexy queer romance. Weekend is a
bold and heartbreaking consideration of the
true nature of love at the cusp of middle age―
about trust, negotiation, and what's worth
keeping in the end.

Not One Day
Anne Garreta
FIC GAR
An intimate, sensuous
exploration of
memory and desire,
delving into loves and
lusts past.

FIC DAW

Judith Katz

Bailey lives with her
mom after dropping
out of university, but
soon strange things
begin to happen in
this book that is alive

FIC KAT
Nadine escapes from
her incendiary Jewish
family into the lesbian
town of New Chelm--

What Belongs
To You

The Paying
Guests

Ellen Hart

Sarah Waters

MYS HAR

FIC WAT

When their proposal
video goes viral after
the court's decision to
legalize gay marriage,
a couple turns to a
private investigator to

In a London house
bereft of brothers,
husband and
servants, life will
transform as Mrs.
Wray and daughter
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